
The OMEGA Laser Pulse-Shaping System 

Laser-fusion experiments require that high-energy, temporally 
shaped optical pulses be generated and applied to fusion 
targets. On the OMEGA laser, low-energy optical pulses will 
be shaped with amplitude modulators and injected into the 
laser system for amplification and delivery to the laser-fusion 
targets. A layout of the pulse-shaping system is shown in 
Fig. 62.14. The output of a single-mode Nd:YLF laser is sliced 
to produce a 10- to 15-11s square optical pulse. This pulse is sent 
through two integrated-optic amplitude modulators operated 
in series and fabricated on a single, fiber-coupled LiNbO, 
waveguide. Shaped electrical pulses, synchronized with the 
input optical square pulse, are applied to the modulators. This 
shaped optical pulse from the modulators is then preamplified 
in a regenerative amplifier (regen) and sent to the OMEGA 
amplifier chains. The shaped electrical pulses are produced 
using optically activated Si photoconductive (PC) switches 
and variable impedance microstrip lines. Activation of the Si 
PC switches is achieved using an optical pulse that has been 
steepened by the stimulated Brillouin scattering process. 

Given the desired optical pulse shape and energy on target, 
the required output optical pulse shape from the modulator is 
determined by modeling the temporal pulse distortions intro- 
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duced by the OMEGA laser system from all sources and then 
using this model as a transfer function to relate the input to 
output pulse shapes from the system. This model, available in 
the form of a computer code (RAINBOW), takes into account 
such factors as the effects of the frequency-tripling process and 
gain saturation in the amplifiers. Since the optical transfer 
function of a modulator is well known in terms of the voltage 
waveform applied to the modulator, a knowledge of the optical 
pulse shape required on target uniquely determines the re- 
quired voltage waveform that must be applied to the modulator. 

Optical Modulators 
A schematic of a typical dual-amplitude, fiber-coupled, 

waveguide integrated-optic modulator is shown in Fig. 62.15. 
The input and output fibers are single-mode polarization- 
preserving fiber with industry-standard FCIAPC connectors. 
Light launched into the input fiber is coupled into a waveguide 
in the LiNb0, electro-optic crystal. AY-branch is used to split 
the signal and form two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferom- 
eter. Electrodes are placed around the interferometer arms so 
that a voltage applied to the RF port produces a phase shift in 
each arm of the interferometer. The polarity of these electrodes 
is arranged such that the device operates in apush-pull fashion, 
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Figure 62.14 
A block diagram of the OMEGA optical-pulse-shaping 

system. The electrical-pulse-generation portion of the 

system uses Si photoconductive switches that are acti- 
vated with an SBS-steepened optical pulse. 
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i e., the phase shift in the two arms is cum;lative. A second Y- - 100-nsFWHM) using conventionalPockels celIs.Themodula- 

branch is used to coherently combine the two beams and send tors are designed for 1054-nm-wavelength operation a~ldhave 
the shaped pulse to the next stage, while the unwanted radiation traveling wave electrodes to provide an 8-GHz bandwidth. 

1 

4 

is sent to an appropriate beam dump. The device incorporates 
two identical modulators in series. The output optical pulse Electrical Waveform Generation 
intensity from a modulator is given by To produce shaped optical pulses from the modulators, 
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Figure 62.15 
The dual-amplitude, Mach-Zehnder. waveguide 

integrated-optic modulator used for pulse shaping. 
Shaped voltage waveforms are applied to the R F  
input ports, andeach modulator has a D C  input port 

temporally shaped voltage waveforms [V(t) in Eq. (l)] must be 
applied to the modulators. (The modulator is dc biased so that 

I ( t )  = l0 ( t )  cos2 - - + * , [ 7; 1 (1) @ = n/2 .) The electrical-pulse-generation system that shapes 
the voltage waveforms applied to the modulators is modeled 
after a design developed at Lawrence Livermore National 

where Io(t) is the input optical pulse intensity to the modula- Laboratory(LL~L).' The systemconsistsof two SiPC switches, 

for setting the dc offset. I -- 
i 
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tor, V(t) is the applied voltage, V,is the half-wave voltage [the 
voltage required to drive the modulator from its maximum to 
its minimum transmission (<I0 V)], and $is an overall phase 
that can be controlled by an applied 0- to 10-V dc bias 
(provided by a computer with an AID board). In our case, the 
input optical pulse lo the modulator is a square optical pulse 
(-10-ns FWHM) obtained by "slicing out" the center of a 
single-longitudinal-mode Nd:YLF laser pulse (pulsewidth 

a microstrip charge line, and a variable impedance rnicrostrip 
line as shown in Fig. 62.16. The microstrip charge line is 
placed between two PC switches and is charged to approxi- 
mately 80 V. The opposite side of one PC switch is connected 
lo llle modulator, while the opposite side of the other PC switch 
is connected to the terminated variable-impedance microstrip 
line. When the PC switch near the variable-impedance 
microstrip lineis activated (closed), asquarepulse is sent to the 
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Figure 62.16 
A detailed view of the clectricnl-pulse-generation rystem 

consisting of two optically activated Si PC switches, a 
microstrip charge line, and a terminated variable-imped- 
ance microstrip linc. 
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variable-impedance microstrip line. A voltage waveform is 
then reflected from the variable-impedance line with a specific 
shape depending on the impedance mismatches along the 
length of the line. This shaped voltage waveform propagates 
back through the PC switch and charge line toward the modu- 
lator. Just before the waveform reaches the modulator PC 
switch, this switch is activated, allowing the voltage waveform 
to be applied to the RF input port of the modulator. The exact 
shape of the voltage waveform can be controlled by the 
judicious placement of impedance variations along the length 
of the variable-impedance microstrip line. 

The system of microstrip lines and switches is designed to 
be impedance matched to the 50-!2 input impedance of the 
modulators and test equipment used. Microstrip lines were 
chosen instead of strip lines to minimize the impedance mis- 
match at the Si switches.Thechargeline andvariable-impedance 
microstrip lines are fabricated in 0.79-mm-thick RTJduroid 
5880 microwave laminate having 36-pm-thick Cu on both 
sides. An impedance variation along the line is obtained by 
adjusting the widthof the top Cu electrode. The exact geometry 
is easily calculated knowing the required voltage waveform 
that must be produced. The reflection coefficient along the line 
can be calculated using a layer-peeling technique.2   he impe- 
dance as a function of position along the line is then obtained 
from the reflection coefficient along the line. Finally the width 
of the electrode along the line is calculated using simple 
relationships between the material parameters and the imped- 
ance  variation^.^ To fabricate the microstrip line, the Cu 
material on one side is machined with a precision program- 
mable milling machine to produce the desired width as a 
function of length. The charge line is a constant 50-R micro- 
strip line (Cu width = 2.38 mm) with a 2-mni gap at both ends 
to facilitate Si switch mounting. The Si switches, 2 mmlong by 
2.38 mm wide (to match the width of the 50-R charge line) by 
0.5 mm thick, have bonding pads with 1 -mm separation. The 
switches are low temperature soldered across each gap in the 
charge line with the bonding pads facing the Cu of the micro- 
strip line, as shown in Fig. 62.16. The switches are illuminated 
from the back (opposite side from the contact pads) using 
1053-nm laser radiation with -0.5 mJ of energy per pulse. The 
laser radiation is absorbed throughout the entire volume of the 
0.5-mm-thick Si switch, which results in switch activation. 
When illuminated with a laser pulse, the switch resistance 
changes from its dark value of approximately 600 kR to its 
activated resistance of less than 1 R as the absorbed photons 
generate electron hole pairs in the Si and reduce the resistivity 
of the material. 

The square pulse sent to the variable-impedance microstrip 
line must contain frequency components highenough to reflect 
the pulse shapes of interest. Photoconductive switches can be 
activated (closed) in a time comparable to the rise time of the 
activating optical pulse (<I00 ps). which in this case is a pulse 
that has its leading edge steepened by the stimulated Brillouin 
scattering (SBS) process. A typical square pulse produced by 
activating one switch only is shown in Fig. 62.17. The rising 
edge of the electrical pulse is approximately 80ps, as measured 
with a Tektronix 7250 oscilloscope (- 10-GHz bandwidth). 
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Figure 62.17 i 

A square electrical pulse generaled by  he charge line and a Si PC switch. The I 

I 
pulse has a rise lime of approximately 80 ps. 
---- 

High bandwidth must be maintained throughout the entire 
system. High-bandwidth SMA end launchers and cables are 
used to transfer the electrical pulses from the microstrip line to 
the modulator or test equipment being used. Care is taken to 
minimize the impedance mismatch in the charge line at the 
point where the charging voltage is applied; this is done by 
charging through three board-mounted chip resistors (- 10 kR 
each) stacked in series, as shown in Fig. 62.16. Less than 0.6% 
reflection at 10 GHz is produced by this process, as determined 
from time-domain reflectometer (TDR) measurements. A 
TDR of the complete microstrip line can be taken by soldering 
copper strips across the gaps in place of the Si switches. 
Figure 62.18 shows (1) the TDR measurement of a variable 
impedance microstrip line (taken with a 20-GHz-bandwidth 
HP 5420B TDR oscilloscope) with Si switches removed, 

1 

compared to the design shape, and (2) the shaped electrical 
pulse transferred into the Tektronix 7250 oscilloscope after 
passing through the two Si switches that have been activated as 
described above. From Fig. 62.18 we see that, although the 1 
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present Si switches clearly degrade the inherent frequency Brillouin-Stokes signal. The gain coefficient depends on the 
response of the system. high-bandwidth shaped electrical laser intensity and the response time of the Brillouin medium 
pulses can ultimately be achieved with this pulse-generating (less than 1 ns for cc14).'The low intensity at the beginning of 
system. Research is continuing in this area to improve the the laser pulse is transmitted through the cell, with little energy 
overall system performance. converted to the Brillouin signal. As the laser intensity in the 

cell increases during the laser pulse, the cell begins to generate 

1 .o Brillouin Stokes energy very rapidly due to the nonlinear 
buildup of the acoustic wave. The process quickly saturates, 
after which the laser scatters into the Stokes wave with high 

4 a 
r: efficiency. The backscattered Brillouin pulse from the SBS cell 
M . - 
LC has a fast-rising edge (<loo-ps measurement limited) due to 
-0 
Q, this Brillouin pulse steepening, while the back of the pulse 
N 0.5 . - - approximates that of the laser. The reflected Brillouin pulse is 
? sent back through the preamplifier and switched out using 

1 - - - Shaped electrical pulse polarization optics and a Faraday rotator (FR). The SBS pulse 

including two Si switches is then split and used to activate both PC switches by introduc- 
ing an appropriate timing delay between the Lwo pulses. 
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Figure 62.18 
Time-domain reflectometer (TDR) measurement of a variable impedance 
microstrip line (dotted line) compared to the design goal (solid line). The 

dashed line is the measured shaped electrical pulse after propagation through 
two Si PC switches. 

PC Switch Activation 
To produce fast closing times the PC switches must be 

activated by illuminating them with optical energy in as short 
a time as possible. Once the switches are closed, they must stay 
closed for a long time in comparison to the desired electrical 
pulse shapes of interest (-10 ns). Silicon PC switches were 
chosen for this application because of their long recombination 
tirnes (100 to 200 ys). The switches are activated with fast-rise- 
time, high-contrast optical pulses generated by the SBS 
process.4-5 The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 62.14. 

A 1054-nm, 1 -  to 3-ns FWHM pulse (controlled by intra- 
cavity etalons6) from a Nd:YLF regen is amplified to 3 to 5 mJ 
and focused into a liquid cell containing carbon tetrachloride 
(CC14). A Brillouin-Stokes pulse is generated in the backward 
direction from this cell due to the SBS process. The SBS 

Typical SBS reflected pulses for different incident laser 
energies are shown in Fig. 62.19. As the incident laser energy 
is varied, the location in time of the fast-rising edge of the SBS 
pulse changes. As seen in Fig. 62.19, as we increase (decrease) 
the laser energy, the SBS process turns on earlier (later). 
Hence, amplitude fluctuations in the laser may result in timing 
jitter of the electrical-pulse-generation system. To obtain elec- 
trical waveforms from the pulse-generation system that are 
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117022 Tirne (ns) 
process is an intensity-dependent, nonlinear process where the 
incident laser Bragg-scatters in the backward direction from a Figure 62.19 

driven acoustic wave in the medium. ~h~ process can be Fast-rise-time optical pulses produced by SBS pulse steepening with varying 

modeled as a pure gain process whereby a backward-traveling laser input energy. As the incident laser energy is increased (decreased). the 

SBS pulse turns on earlier (later). The reflected SBS pulse has a rise time of 
Brillouin noise signal experiences exponential-type gain 

less than 
throughout the focal region of the laser and grows into the 
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accurately synchronized to a master timing reference, the laser 
1 .0 

that activates the PC switches must be amplitude stable. The 
X 
4- laser amplitude in our setup is actively stabilized to within 3% ., 
V) 

using anoptical feedback system thatcontrols thecavity losses 
during the pulsc build-up phase. A shaped optical pulse from .z 

a a the pulse-shaping system (including thc Si PC switches, vari- .- N 
w 
cj able-impedance microstrip line, optical modulator, and regen E preamplifier) was produced, and the shot-to-shot timing jitter z" 

between the shaped optical pulse and the master cw-mode- 
locked laser pulse injected into the regen that activates the PC 0.0 
switches was measured. An absolute timing jitter of less than 
30 ps was measured using the Tektronix 7250 oscilloscope 0 1 2 3 4 

E7167 
(- 10-GHz bandwidth) and fast detectors (-3.5-GHz bandwidth). Time (ns) 

The SBS process has an additional advantage when using Si 
PC switches. The SBS process is nonlinear, and for low 
incident laser energy into the SBS cell, essentially no Brillouin 
energy is reflected; hence, all laser prepulse noise is elimi- 
nated, resulting in a very-high onloff contrast ratio. This is 
important for Si switch applications bccause the recombina- 
tion times are long (100 to 200 ps) and the switch will inte- 
grate the incident energy during this recombination time. 
Elimination of all prepulsc optical noise ensures proper 
switch performance. 

System Performance 
Optical pulses have been produced with the pulse-shaping 

system described above. Figure 62.20 shows an optical pulse 
shape produced by the systenl (solid line). To produce this 
shape. a square optical pulse (-10-ns FWHM) is used as input 
to the modulator. This pulse is obtained by slicing out thecenter 
of a single-longitudinal-mode Nd:YLF laser pulse (pulse width 
- 100-ns FWHM) using conventional Pockels cells, as was 
mentioned previously. The square pulsc is then transferred to 
the modulator through optical fibers. Synchronized with this 
optical pulse is the electrical pulse (Fig. 62.18) that was 
produced by the electrical pulsc generator described above. 
Figure 62.20 also shows the optical pulse shape expccted from 
the modulator (dashed line) if the design goal of Fig. 62.18 is 
substituted into the n~odulator transfer function [Eq. (I)].  and 
the optical pulse shape expected from thc modulator (dotted 
line) if the measured shaped electrical pulse of Fig. 62.18 is 
substituted into the modulator transfer function [Eq. (I)]. 

The optical pulse in Fig. 62.20 was measured at thc output 
of the modulator with a 25-GHz bandwidth detector (New 
Focus 1414). The cncrgy at this point in the pulse-shaping 
system is approximately 10 nJ per pulse and is too low to make 
temporal measurements of a single pulse. The measurement 

- 

Figure 62.20 
A comparison of expected and observed optical pulse shapes from the 
OMEGA laser's pulse-shaping system. Actual measured optical pulse shape 

from the modulator (solid line): optical pulse shape expected from the 
modulator if the design goal of Fig. 62.18 is substituted into the modulator 
transfer function [Eq. ( I ) ]  (dashed line); optical pulse shape expected from 
the modulator if the measured shaped electrical pulsc of Fig. 62.18 is 

substituted into the modulator transfer function [Eq. (I)] (dottcd line). 

was taken with a high-bandwidth sampling oscilloscope 
(HP 5420B) and includes averaging over many pulses. The 
optical pulse shape in Fig. 62.20 appears to deviate from the 
expected pulse shape. We believe that the deviations are 
largely due to the detector response. In fact, our measurements 
show that large discrepancies occur between high-bandwidth 
detectors when measuring the same optical pulse. These detec- 
tors are designed to measure short pulses with fast rise times 
but have varying responses when trying to measure long pulses 
with fast rising structure. Work is continuing in this area to 
make accurate measurements of these shaped pulses. A streak 
camera will be used to measure these pulses and is expccted to 
provide more accurate results. 

In summary, an optical-pulse-shaping system has been 
designed that is capable of meeting the future pulse-shaping 
requirements for the OMEGA laser. The systenl has been 
tested and is capable of producing shaped optical pulses 
with 50- to 100-ps structure over a several-nanosecond I 

pulse envelope. 
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